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Part 4

He Himself created Himself; He Himself assumed His Name.
Secondly, He fashioned the creation; seated within the creation, He beholds it
with delight.
463

According to the above lines from Gurbani, the Timeless Being upon
creating Himself also created His Own ‘Illumination’ – which in Gurbani is
referred to as ‘Shabaad’ or ‘Naam’.
To understand the Timeless Being’s illuminated form ‘Shabad’ or
‘Naam’, the example given below can be helpful.
Just as the ‘sunlight’ from the sun manifests by itself spontaneously in
all directions – in the same way the Timeless Being’s illuminated form
‘Shabad’ or ‘Naam’ too like warp and weft, is intermingled-intertwined,
illumed, manifested and all pervading everywhere in each and every particle
in all the creation.
2

The Shabad is pervading, through the Guru, the Embodiment of the Lord.
The Guru, the Embodiment of the Lord, is enshrined throughout the three
worlds; His limits cannot be found.
1112

The ‘sun’ is visible and its ‘sunlight’ too is visible – but the Timeless
Being is invisible, unfathomable and infinite – for this reason His illuminated
form ‘Shabad’ or ‘Naam’ too, is invisible, unfathomable and infinite which
can only be unraveled, discovered or recognised through intuition.
3

In the water, on the land, and in the sky, He is pervading but hidden; through
the Word of the Guru's Shabad, He is revealed.
597

4

You are hidden, and yet permeating within all; through the Word of the Guru's
Shabad, You are realized.
1052

5

He Himself is hidden, and He Himself is revealed; through the Word of the
Guru's Shabad, selfishness and conceit are eliminated.
124

Just as attributes like heat, light, energy, life etc. are present in
‘sunlight’ of the sun – in the same way from the illuminated form ‘Shabad’
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or ‘Naam’ too, divine attributes or virtues are spontaneously, all the time
manifesting and spreading – attributes like:divine illumination
essence knowledge
infinite hukam or command
gift of life
unstruck (continuous) vibrations
unstruck (continuous) melody
unstruck (continuous) word
blessings
benedictions
forgiveness
mercy
serenity
happiness
peace
attraction
affection
love
adoration
wondrous taste
ecstatic bliss
supreme relish
eternal life etc.
The ‘collection’ of all these divine attributes or virtues in Gurbani is
what is referred to as ‘Naam’ or ‘Naao’.
Although the reference to this divine ‘Naam’ has appeared in Gurbani
tens of thousands of times and we have been reading and listening about it
over such a long period – but we have as yet not acquired any understanding
of this ‘priceless Naam’, because
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we are trying to understand it with our limited intellect.
We have neither
had any ‘ecstatic blissful’ experience,
nor have we savoured the relish of ‘love-filled bliss’,
nor have we acquired ‘intuitional essence-knowledge’.
We have regarded this deep, serious, fathomless, ‘steel like’, ‘essenceknowledge’ subject of ‘Naam’, as a topic that comes under the purview of
intellectual knowledge.
But this ‘divine-illumination’ form, ‘Naam’ is
priceless
boundless
wondrous
indestructible
eternal
omnipresent
one and only one
ecstasy giving
love-essence
silent-love
true
pure
real
essence
divine ‘entity’ manifested in the divine realm which can be unraveled and
measured only through intuition.
From this divine realm (which was created first) the Timeless Being has
created the ‘second one’ (duality) or ‘second love’ which has been referred to
in Gurbani as follows:1
2
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From the One Lord, all others were formed.
The One Lord is pervading everywhere; there is no other at all.
He Himself has caused the love of duality to be pervasive.
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842
1054

1

2

God created the love of duality, and the three modes which pervade the
universe.....
Everything is Your play, O True Creator Lord.

948

Secondly, He fashioned the creation; seated within the creation, He beholds it
with delight.
463

The Timeless Being, in His joy created this ‘second creation’ or the
‘materialistic realm’.
The play arena of this ‘materialistic realm’ is indeed the ‘secondcreation’ or ‘love of duality’.
From within this materialistic realm:egotism
me-mine-ness
love of duality
materialism
selfishness
jealousy
duality
enmity
confrontation
tension
difficulties
conflict
fights
quarrels
etc., and numerous other deeds devoid of merit emerge and proliferate
(spread quickly).
This proliferation of ‘second creation’s’ ‘love of duality’ is limited to
the triguni (three phased) materialistic realm.
In the darkness numerous:difficulties
knocks
misgivings
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superstition
doubts
troubles
miseries
etc. emerge.
Exactly in the same way without the ‘essence-knowledge’ of ‘divineillumination’, man has to face numerous difficulties and anxieties in the
illusion filled utter darkness of triguni three phased materialistic ignorance.
This mental state of man is pictured in Gurbani as follows:1
2

3
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They perform all sorts of rituals, but they do not obtain liberation through them.
They wander around the countryside, and in love with duality, they are ruined.
123
Night and day, he suffers, engrossed in the love of duality.
He does not remember the Name of the Lord, but still, he performs all sorts of
empty rituals.
88
Without the Name, all the world suffers in misery.
The more actions one does, the more the corruption increases.

1062

4

Practicing egotism and selfishness, they try to impress others by showing off.
They perform all sorts of rituals, but they gain no acceptance.
127

5

The self-willed manmukh does deeds in egotism; he earns only pain and more
pain.
87

6

With greed within them, their minds are filthy, and they spread filth around.
They do filthy deeds, and suffer in pain.
1062

7

The self-willed manmukh is emotionally attached to Maya - he has no love for
the Naam.
He practices falsehood, gathers in falsehood, and makes falsehood his
sustenance.
He collects the poisonous wealth of Maya, and then dies; in the end, it is all
reduced to ashes.
He practices religious rituals, purity and austere self-discipline, but within, there
is greed and corruption.
O Nanak, whatever the self-willed manmukh does, is not acceptable; in the
Court of the Lord, he is dishonored.
552

8

The world is blind and ignorant; in the love of duality, it engages in actions.
But those actions which are performed in the love of duality, cause only pain to
the body.
593
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Darkness has no form of its own.
The absence of light is called ‘darkness’.
The Timeless Being is ‘Truth’ and the ‘illumination’ or ‘Naam’ that
arises from It too is Truth and Eternal. Everything apart from this Divine
Illumination or Naam is –
the second one
the second love
darkness
illusion
fallacious
deceit
doubt
illusionary
duality
or indeed is materialism
in which the whole creation is engaged.
People are so entangled, intoxicated and satisfied in the fallacious
darkness of illusion that apart from this fallacious fort of illusion, no other
thought of some lofty-true divine realm every crosses their mind or perhaps
knowingly they are indifferent, unconcerned or are feigning ignorance.
In this way we are wasting away our priceless life in the materialistic
attachment of our fallacious or deceptive illusion.
Our illusion filled fallacious life-style is described in Gurbani as
follows:False is the king, false are the subjects; false is the whole world.
False is the mansion, false are the skyscrapers; false are those who live in
them.
False is gold, and false is silver; false are those who wear them.
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468

1

False is the body, false are the clothes; false is incomparable beauty.
False is the husband, false is the wife; they mourn and waste away.
The false ones love falsehood, and forget their Creator.

2

All that is seen is an illusion.

3

One who is attached to falsehood is false; false are the deeds he does.

468
1083
490

Just as soot is hidden in the smoke of a wooden or coal fire – in the
same way, the ‘shadow of illusion’, is present in its invisible state in the
whole world.
Just as ‘soot’ manifests itself through the fire of the wood, in the same
way, the ‘shadow of illusion’ is invisibly clinging onto our mind, intellect,
the subconscious and through every facet of our life namely –
thoughts
emotions
beliefs
action-deeds
faith
religion,
it appears ‘revealed to the whole world’ – but the astonishing thing is that
although man has lived in
the second one
the second love
illusion
egotism
me-mine-ness
utter-darkness
the fort of illusion
duality,
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over numerous births, and even now he is engaged in this illusion of darkness
– but man
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does not know
does not feel
has no awareness
has no knowledge
has no belief
about this state or condition. He neither feels the ‘need’ to be aware of it, nor
is he prepared to acknowledge (the presence of ) this illusion.
Gurbani throws light on the ‘shadow of illusion’ of the second love (of
worldliness) in this way:1

The world is blind and ignorant; in the love of duality, it engages in actions. 593

2

This world is engrossed in the love of duality; follow the Guru's Teachings, and
meditate on the True Lord.
756

3

Without genuine understanding, all fasts, religious rituals and daily worship
services lead only to the love of duality.
841

4

O Nanak, the True Lord is the One and only; duality exists only in the world.950

5

The entire world is wandering around, deluded by doubt; the self-willed
manmukhs lose their honor.

425

Deluded by doubt, the world wanders around.
It dies, and is born again, and is ruined by the Messenger of Death.

560

6
7

As doubts or illusions of the mind are not cleared, man goes on wandering
serving his karma.
VBG 1/10
Illusion is the way of life of the world where materialism has become the
Brahmn.

In the fortress of illusion of materialism’s realm of trigun
While being engaged in triguni (three phased) materialism realm’s
fortress of illusion, ignorance and illusionary doubt fallacy dominate and
prevail in every facet of man’s life.
For this reason, our –
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family life
community life
occupational life
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political life
religious life
social life
cultural life
civilisation
mankind
too is infected with the ‘hue’ or ‘graft’ of this very ‘doubt-fallacy’. The
modern civilisation of mankind has reach its peak and we are very proud of
this fact.
But the mental and scientific achievements of this civilisation are in
attendance, operate and are limited to the sphere of materialism’s doubtfallacy. These mental and scientific achievements have no connection with
the divine realm.
The most convincing proof of this is that as civilisation flourishes and
becomes ever anew – to that degree our virtuous conduct and ‘human-ness’
continues to decline and the ‘respect and value’ (attached to it) too is
declining.
For this reason demerits or misconduct like
jealousy
duality
enmity
confrontation
sins
evil deeds
deception
dishonesty
embezzlement
stealing
smuggling
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tyranny
blood-shed
brutality
atrocity
etc. are on the increase.
Through the up-to date-ness of this modern civilisation increase in :compassion
forgiveness
service
good deeds
cooperation
integrity
kith and kin
sacrifice
trust
generosity
belief in God
should have taken place – but the surprising and sad thing is that – exactly
opposite to this – in the light in which our new ‘civilisation’ stands,
humanity, when compared with bygone times is becoming very:suspicious
selfish
deceitful
untrustworthy
aggressive
tyrannical
barbarous
headstrong
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faithless
false
agnostic (and)
immoral.
In this way in the world
disquiet
fear – anxiety
tension
thieving
embezzlement
bribery /corruption
smuggling
adulteration
narrow-mindedness
tyranny
atrocity
barbarity
continue to take place and are on the increase.
This mental decline of ‘mankind’ despite the
modern civilisation
up-to-date-ness
wisdom
scientific knowledge
philosophy
religions
religious teaching
religious preaching
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is on the increase and mankind is blindly rushing headlong to its destruction.
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For the well-being and salvation of man, numerous:associations and societies
reform organisations
study circles
libraries
social samelans
peace committees
religious gatherings
U.N.O.
UNESCO
like important reform organisations, are working at the expense of great cost,
effort and time. But it appears that there is very little or (at the most a)
temporary effect of the work of these organisations on humanity and the
overall mental and spiritual state of the world is ever declining.
The main cause of this grievous and frightening state of man is indeed
the illusion of materialism.
This distressful conditions of mankind has been pictured in Gurbani as
follows:1
2

3

4
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So what have you accomplished by listening to the Puraanas?
Faithful devotion has not welled up within you, and you have not been inspired
to give to the hungry. ||1||Pause||
You have not forgotten sexual desire, and you have not forgotten anger; greed
has not left you either.
Your mouth has not stopped slandering and gossiping about others. Your
service is useless and fruitless. ||1||
By breaking into the houses of others and robbing them, you fill your belly, you
sinner.
But when you go to the world beyond, your guilt will be well known, by the acts
of ignorance which you committed. ||2||
Cruelty has not left your mind; you have not cherished kindness for other living
beings.
Parmaanand has joined the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy. Why have
you not followed the sacred teachings? 3
1253
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1

In the month of Bhaadon, she is deluded by doubt, because of her attachment
to duality.
She may wear thousands of ornaments, but they are of no use at all.
134

2

In false doubt and superstition, people wander all around, lured by love and
emotional attachment to their children and families.
But just like the passing shade of the tree, your body-wall shall crumble in an
instant.
1295

3

Reading and studying, one becomes confused, and suffers punishment.
By great cleverness, one is consigned to coming and going in reincarnation. 686

Schools and colleges organise games tournaments in which the
students form different schools and colleges take part. Although these
players focus all their attention and energy in these games – but their
aim in life or life’s direction besides the games is to study and make
life a success.
In the same way – in this triguni three phased materialistic realm,
the whole world is one big ‘play arena’ of materialism in which all life
forms in the ‘second-creation’ or the ‘huge-drama-display’ are happily
engaged in playing (their part).
In this ‘huge-drama-display’ the Timeless Being is Himself
playing or participating through the life-forms – and on the other hand
He feels delighted upon seeing His own ‘huge-drama-display’. All
these are Timeless Being’s own extraordinary, wondrous, ‘mystical
acts’ or ‘secrets’ which man with his limited intellect is unable to
comprehend.
4

He Himself, the Beloved, is Himself all-in-all; He Himself establishes and
disestablishes.
The Beloved Himself beholds, and rejoices; God Himself works wonders, and
beholds them.
605

5

The One who created, and attached the mortals to pleasures, sits alone, and
watches this.
723

6

The Creator Himself stages all the plays; how rare are those who realize this.
913

We are so
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absorbed
entangled
intoxicated
lost
in the materialistic realm’s doubt fallacy of the huge-drama-display that we
have come to regard this ‘materialistic display’ as our:aim of life
purpose of life
direction of life
destination of life.
In this way, in the ‘illusive-fallacy’ of materialism, we forget this divine
‘secret’ that
1
2

We are the spiritual players of the Timeless Being.
Apart from this triguni three phased materialism we have some
other –
loftier
purer
more beautiful
better
skilled
pleasure giving
peace giving
love-filled
aim of life
purpose of life
direction of life
destination of life.
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These foreign, imperfect, wrong
thoughts
knowledge
inclinations
beliefs
trust
assumptions
are the ones which Gurbani
labels as -

illusion.

In our
mind
heart
intellect
subconsciousness (and every)
fibre (of our body)
this (illusion) has so deeply
penetrated
settled
intermingled
diffused (and)
infused,
that we have become the very embodiment of the mental ‘illusion’ and we
have indeed come to regard this ‘illusion’ as our religion.
In other words, over numerous births the ‘shadow’ of illusion of this
‘second one’ or ‘second love’ has become so deep-seated and intense or that
it has been grafted by illusion that clinging within the folds of man’s
way of thinking
thoughts
ideas
emotions
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beliefs
deeds
religion
religious activities
prime purpose
etc., is this shadow of illusion. This mental ‘illusion’ is manifesting and
operating spontaneously and automatically in every facet of our lives.
The surprising thing is that although this ‘shadow of illusion’ has
become an integral part of our life, but we are not prepare to acknowledge
this illusion of ours. We have come to accept this ‘illusion’ as the ‘perfect
truth’ and in this we are totally contented and absorbed.
For this reason despite numerous –
religions
groups
religious texts
religious preaching
religious teachings,
man is not prepared to come out of the darkness of this ‘illusion’. In the first
place we do not seriously listen to the religious teaching and even if we do,
we acknowledge it with a superficial mind.
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1

In the Vedas, the ultimate objective is the Naam, the Name of the Lord; but
they do not hear this, and they wander around like demons.
919

2

I listened to the Guru's Teachings, but spiritual wisdom did not well up within
me; like a beast, I fill my belly.
685

3

He listens to the teachings of the Vedas, the Puraanas and the Simritees, but he
does not enshrine them in his heart, even for an instant.
633

4

Night and day, you listen to the Puraanas, but you do not understand them, you
ignorant fool!
1353
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Our sins can be divided into three types 1

Physical sins:- stealing, love affair, illicit love, walloping etc.

2

Mental sins :- those which emerge from the impurity and
degradation of the mind, for example jealousy,
enmity, opposition etc.

3

Spiritual sins:- talking ill about saints, highly evolved souls and
devotees, put seekers into trouble and suppress
them through opposition or defaming them
meaning destroying them by giving them the run
around.

The truth is that when one goes out of sync or harmony with the
‘inlaid hukum or command’, under the influence of egotism, base or low
thought, desires, needs and hunger arise. This is the ‘root’ cause for all
these low deeds and sins.
Man, acting under the influence of low or base inclination,
accumulates sins - in doing so, he makes his mind so impure that
through the impure mind he becomes a prisoner of his actions and
inevitably he continues to commit sins and in the end the sinful
inclinations become so serious and deep seated that they permeate,
reside and diffuse into his ‘body, mind and subconscious causing him to
drift to the low layers of hell, thereby becoming the cause of his own
destruction.
In the same way we have doubts too about ‘sin-charity’. This is why
in different countries different people have different ‘touchstones or
tests’ concerning what is sin and what is charity. For example on one
side, ‘taking life’ is regarded as a cardinal ‘sin’. On the other hand
sacrificing life is not only regarded as a virtuous action, it is deemed to
be an essential act on the path of religion. Just like in our courts of
justice, where, there are many degrees of crimes - the motivation or
intention behind each crime is noted. In the same way our mental sins
fall into various categories.
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All these sins that have emerged from low or base inclinations are the
reflection or the manifestation of ‘egotism’ and ‘me-mine ness’, in the doubtfallacy of materialism.
It is from the absence or forgetfulness of the Timeless Being that the
‘illusion’ of materialism surfaces.
The end result or essence of this forgetfulness is:The FORGETFULNESS of the Timeless Being is ‘sin’ and
the REMEMBRANCE is ‘virtue’.
1

This is the only act of goodness in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, to sing the
Glorious Praises of the Lord of the Universe.

962

In the same way we have the doubt-fallacy regarding ‘jam’ the couriers
of death and we have created demons, god-goddesses with many frightening
features; on the other side we have the belief, that in the court of the Lord
Waheguru, there must be some register where our writ is written and after
death the register is perused or examined and judgment is meted.
In reality this entire play arena is the extension and arrangement of the
‘subtle Divine Hukam or command’, which the Lord Waheguru operates
through His command.
2

By His Command, bodies are created; His Command cannot be described.

1

3

By the Hukam of His Command, He effortlessly created the Universe.
Creating the creation, He gazes upon His own greatness.
1043
He Himself acts, and inspires all to act; in His Will, He pervades and permeates
all.

4

By His Command, He created the creation, the world with its many species of
beings.
786

5

Everyone is subject to His Command; no one is beyond His Command.

1

Through the subtle automatic power of the innate hukam or command
within, the writ of our good or bad thoughts or actions are spontaneously
being written upon the paper form of subconsciousness.
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6

By His Command, some are high and some are low; by His Written Command,
pain and pleasure are obtained.
1

7

Virtue and vice do not come by mere words;
actions repeated, over and over again, are engraved on the soul.

4

8

According to His Hukam, He commands them. His Pen writes out the account of
their actions.
1241

9

The account is written of the loves of the mind.
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1186

The writ on the subconsciousness or its colour, becomes our character,
behaviour or destiny, which automatically, unknowingly keeps changing
with each and everyone of our smallest, good or bad thoughts or actions the
consequences of which we keep facing by and by or after a period of time.
The actions we indulge in now become ‘past actions’ a moment later,
which by and by become ‘preordained destiny’ or fate. In other words the
settlement of our good or bad deeds, according to the divine law, will be
experienced as pain or peace at ‘some future time’ or birth. That is why
heaven and hell are part of this very creation.
1

You have made the Creation as Your Throne; You are the True Judge.

580

2

Do not think that you will automatically find a place of rest hereafter.
According to the actions one has committed, so does the mortal become.

730

O foolish mind, why do you cry and bewail?
You shall obtain your pre-ordained destiny.

283

3
4

Those actions you perform, day and night, are recorded upon your forehead. 461

By implanting the truth ‘as you sow, so shall you harvest’ in words
thoughts and deeds, and living an ego free blemishless life, all the seeker’s
writs can be erased.
5
6

The Righteous Judge of Dharma, in the Court of the Lord, has torn up my
papers; servant Nanak's account has been settled.

693

The Saints entrusted to me the capital, and my mind's delusion was dispelled.
What can the Righteous Judge of Dharma do now? All my accounts have been
torn up.
614

This means that our mind or subconsciousness is indeed the register of
Dharamraj, the courier of justice. But we, despite having ‘keenunderstanding’ continue to write ‘black marks’ (meaning in thoughts words
and deeds we continue to bear ill-will towards others). By investigating his
notions, thoughts, emotions and deeds, man can himself be the judge of the
nature of his writ.
All this ‘secret’ divine pursuit or process, is perfect and just and is
silently taking place according to the ‘hukum’ or command.
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1

According to His Hukam, He commands them. His Pen writes out the account of
their actions.
1241

2

Good deeds and bad deeds-the record is read out in the Presence of the Lord of
Dharma.
8

Therefore it is clear that our ‘consciousness’ or ‘mind’ is the ‘chitargupat’ (the secret scribe) who is making a video recording of our life,
secretly recording the drama or play.
Heaven-hell has been addressed in Gurbani as follows:3
4
5

What is hell, and what is heaven? The Saints reject them both.
I have no obligation to either of them, by the Grace of my Guru.

969

Don't wish for a home in heaven, and don't be afraid to live in hell.
Whatever will be will be, so don't get your hopes up in your mind.

337

Kabeer, I have been spared from heaven and hell, by the Grace of the True
Guru.
From beginning to end, I abide in the joy of the Lord's Lotus Feet.
1370

From the above discussion it is clear that –
We become the victims of ‘jam’ the couriers of death because of low or
base deeds.
Low or base deeds emerge from our low or base inclinations.
Low or base inclinations result from the ‘colour’ of our
subconsciousness and the external ‘negative company’ we keep.
The subconsciousness is made up of our past deeds and our present
thoughts.
Low thoughts or deeds emerge and nurture from the darkness of egotism.
Egotism is the doubt-fallacy of the three phased realm of materialism
(which) results from the absence or forgetfulness of the Timeless Being.
Forgetfulness of the Primal Being or ‘turning away’ from Him is that
which makes us the victims of ‘jam’ the couriers of death.

6
7
8
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One who does not remember his Lord and Master, is punished by the
Messenger of Death.

964

Deluded by doubt, the world wanders around.
It dies, and is born again, and is ruined by the Messenger of Death.

560

O my mind, how can you forget the Lord's Name?
When the body perishes, you shall have to deal with the Messenger of Death.
1186
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1

Those who forget the Naam and do other things,
O Nanak, will be bound and gagged and beaten in the City of Death, like the
thief caught red-handed.
1247

When we move away from the light of NAAM or the remembrance of
the Primal Lord Waheguru, and live in the materialistic world of darkness or
the ‘forgetfulness of God’, we come under the jurisdiction of Jam, the
couriers of death and lead our life under the knife or writ of Jam. (In this
situation) the ‘noose’ of Jam goes around our neck causing us to bear the
blows of the Jams’ rods while living as well as after death.
The vices or sins of the three phased materialistic realm, and
the virtues of the realm of Divine Illumination are
conflicting, differing and the opposites of one-another. which is the
reason why the confusion of tension
apprehension
misunderstanding
restlessness
intolerance
suspicion
doubt
quarrels
has gripped the world.
These two ‘realms’ are not ‘islands’, ‘countries’, ‘any outer-space area’
or something tangible – which can be changed or taken off to be thrown.
These are
thoughts
knowledge
philosophies
beliefs
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inclinations
emotions
that reside and flourish within us.
Therefore to come out of the illusion of the materialistic realm and
enter the Illuminated Divine Realm our thoughts, beliefs and
inclinations etc. are the ones that need to undergo change. A table is given
below (to help you) to understand these two realms:-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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The ‘formless’ embodiment of the
the Illumination of the Divine
Realm
one and only one
is truth
is indestructible
is illumination
is ‘essence’ knowledge
boundless
is subtle (abstract)
is nameless
is featureless
is benevolent
is a donor, a benefactor
uses sweet language
is a spring of virtue
is love
is togetherness
is admirable
is the era of truth
is ever serving
enjoys giving
teaches sacrifice
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The visible and mental
embodiment of the ‘illusion’ of the
materialistic realm.
numerousness
is falsehood
is destructible
is darkness
is hollow intellectual knowledge
is limited
is gross
has numerous names
has features
inflicts punishment
is a beggar
uses bitter langage
is a fountain of sin and evil
is hatred
is separation
is, contempt
is the era of falsehood
is selfish, ego-centric
enjoys snatching from other
sponsors death

21
22
23
24
25
26

is eternal life
is out of bounds for Jam
is the will of God
is eternal peace
is eternal illumination
is a permanent palace

is subject to transmigration
Jam messes up everything
is ones own self will
is eternal pain and anxiety
is the darkness of illusion or doubt
is a mountain of ‘smoke’

It is clear from the above details that –
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Losing faith or turning away from Timeless Being Regarding the visible world to be true
Getting engrossed in the materialistic world
Abiding in egotism or me-mineness
Getting entangled in evil or immoral deeds
Getting ensnared in attachment-materialism
Abiding in jealousy-duality, enmity-confrontation Wasting away the precious life in false materialism Wasting away life by getting enmeshed and
entangled in the materialistic world
10 Grinding hollow and insipid intellectual knowledge 11 ‘Acting’ under the influence of ‘egotism’
12 Doing service and virtuous deed under the
influence of egotism
13 Holding on to beliefs and tendencies at the
intellectual level
14 Imaginary intellectual religious accomplishments 15 Remaining ignorant and unconcerned about the
the divine life in the materialistic world 16 Neglecting to remember or forgetting the
Timeless Being
-
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is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy..
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy..
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.
is a fallacy.

1

I have tried many methods, but by turning it away, the noose of doubt is not
turned away.
Love and devotion have not welled up within me, and so Ravi Daas is sad and
depressed.
346

2

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.
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655

1

Even great cleverness does not dispel doubt.
The unconscious fool does not remain conscious of the Lord; he putrefies and
rots away to death, carrying his heavy load of sin.
1025

2

The stubborn and insensitive mind is attached to the love of duality.
Deluded by doubt, the unfortunate wander around in confusion.

1061

3

Busy with his worldly affairs, all honor is lost; the ignorant one is not rid of his
doubts.
1127

4

Those beings who wander in the wilderness of doubt - those faithless cynics are
foolish, and are plundered.
They are like the deer: the scent of musk comes from its own navel, but it
wanders and roams around, searching for it in the bushes.
1336

Every second, every moment, day-in day-out, throughout the whole life
numerous such ‘mental illusions’ keep clinging to us like a ‘spirit’, and it is
in this fortress of illusion that, over numerous births we have been abiding
and attracted to its materialistic life-style.
5

6

7

In love and attachment to Maya, the mortals are sad, and are consumed by
sadness.
Without the Name, they wander and wander and wander, and waste away.
1140
The miserable self-willed manmukhs are forever deluded by doubt; they waste
away their lives uselessly.
852
In view of the prevailing decline in the world, four varnas and four ashrams were
established.
Then ten orders of ascetics and twelve orders of yogis came into being.
Further jari.gams, the wanderers, sramafls and digambrs, naked jain ascetics
also started their disputations.
Many categories of brahmins came into being who propounded Shastras, Vedas
and Puranas contradicting one another.
The mutual irreconcilability of the six Indian philosophies further added many
hypocrisies.
Alchemy, tantra, mantra and miracles became everything for people.
By getting divided into myriad sects (and castes) they produced a horrible look.
They all were deluded by kaliyug.
VBG 1/19

Seeing this miserable delusion filled plight of mankind, the Gurus have
warned ‘man’ through Gurabani as follows:8
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O man, grasp this Truth firmly in your soul.
The whole world is just like a dream; it will pass away in an instant. (cont)
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(cont. of quotation 7 from previous page)
Like a wall of sand, built up and plastered with great care, which does not last
even a few days,
just so are the pleasures of Maya. Why are you entangled in them, you ignorant
fool?
Understand this today - it is not yet too late! Chant and vibrate the Name of the
Lord.
Says Nanak, this is the subtle wisdom of the Holy Saints, which I proclaim out
loud to you.
633
You shall have to abandon the straw which you have collected.
These entanglements shall be of no use to you.
You are in love with those things that will not go with you.
With evil you have established closeness. ||1||
In such confusion, the world has gone astray.
The foolish mortal wastes this precious human life. ||Pause||
He does not like to see Truth and righteousness.
He is attached to falsehood and deception; they seem sweet to him.
He loves gifts, but he forgets the Giver.
The wretched creature does not even think of death. ||2||
He cries for the possessions of others.
He forfeits all the merits of his good deeds and religion.
He does not understand the Hukam of the Lord's Command, and so he
continues coming and going in reincarnation.
He sins, and then regrets and repents. ||3||

676

Cont./........Lekh 72
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